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Abstract
We consider two decision problems related to the Knuth–Bendix order (KBO). The ﬁrst problem is
orientability: given a system of rewrite rules R, does there exist an instance of KBO which orients every
ground instance of every rewrite rule in R. The second problem is whether a given instance of KBO
orients every ground instance of a given rewrite rule. This problem can also be reformulated as the
problem of solving a single ordering constraint for the KBO. We prove that both problems can be solved
in the time polynomial in the size of the input. The polynomial-time algorithm for orientability builds
upon an algorithm for solving systems of homogeneous linear inequalities over integers. We show that
the orientability problem is P-complete. The polynomial-time algorithm for solving a single ordering
constraint does not need to solve systems of linear inequalities and can be run in time Oðn2Þ. Also we
show that if a system is orientable using a real-valued instance of KBO, then it is also orientable using an
integer-valued instance of KBO. Therefore, all our results hold both for the integer-valued and the real-
valued KBO.
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1. Introduction
In this section we give an informal overview of the results proved in this paper. The formal
deﬁnitions will be given in Section 2.
Let  be any order on ground terms and l ! r be a rewrite rule. We say that  orients l ! r,
if for every ground instance l0 ! r0 of l ! r we have l0  r0. We write l  r if for every ground
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instance l0 ! r0 of l ! r we have l0  r0 or l0 ¼ r0. There are situations where we want to check
if there exists a simpliﬁcation order on ground terms that orients a given system of (possibly
non-ground) rewrite rules. We call this problem orientability. Orientability can be useful when a
theorem prover is run on a new problem for which no suitable simpliﬁcation order is known, or
when termination of a rewrite system is to be established automatically. For a recent survey, see
Dershowitz and Plaisted [4]. We consider the orientability problem for the Knuth–Bendix order
(in the sequel KBO) [8] on ground terms. We give a polynomial-time algorithm for checking
orientability by the KBO. A similar problem of orientability by the non-ground version of the
real-valued KBO was studied by Dick et al. [6] and an algorithm for orientability was given. We
prove that any rewrite rule system orientable by a real-valued KBO is also orientable by an
integer-valued KBO. This result also holds for the non-ground version of the KBO considered
in [6]. In our proofs we use some techniques of [6]. We also show that some rewrite systems
could not be oriented by non-ground version of the KBO, but can be oriented by our
algorithm.
The second problem we consider is solving ordering constraints consisting of a single in-
equality, over a given instance of the Knuth–Bendix order. If  is total on ground terms, then the
problem of checking whether  orients l ! r has relation to the problem of solving ordering
constraints over . Indeed,  does not orient l ! r if and only if there exists a ground instance
l0 ! r0 of l ! r such that r0  l0, i.e., if and only if the ordering constraint r  l has a solution.
This means that any procedure for solving ordering constraints consisting of a single inequality
can be used for checking whether a given system of rewrite rules is oriented by , and vice versa.
Using the same technique as for the orientability problem, we show that the problem of solving an
ordering constraint consisting of a single inequality for the KBO can be solved in polynomial
time.
Algorithms for, and complexity of, orientability problem for various versions of the recursive
path orders were considered in [5,12,13]. The problems of solving ordering constraints for lexi-
cographic, recursive path orders and for KBO are NP-complete, see [1,7,9,10,16,17]. However, to
check if  orients l ! r, it is suﬃcient to check solvability of a single ordering constraint r  l.
This problem is NP-complete for LPO as shown by Comon and Treinen [2], and therefore the
problem of checking if an LPO orients a rewrite rule is coNP-complete.
2. Preliminaries
A signature is a ﬁnite set of function symbols with associated arities. In this paper R de-
notes an arbitrary signature. Constants are function symbols of the arity 0. We assume that R
contains at least one constant. We denote variables by x; y; z, constants by a; b; c; d; e, function
symbols by f ; g; h, and terms by l; r; s; t. A rewrite rule is a pair of terms ðl; rÞ, usually denoted
by l ! r. A system of rewrite rules is a ﬁnite set of rewrite rules. An expression E (e.g., a term
or a rewrite rule) is called ground if no variable occurs in E. Denote the set of natural
numbers by N.
The Knuth–Bendix order is a family of orders parametrized by two parameters: a weight
function and a precedence relation.
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Deﬁnition 2.1 (weight function). We call a weight function on R any function w : R ! N such that
(i) wðaÞ > 0 for every constant a 2 R, (ii) there exists at most one unary function symbol f 2 R
such that wðf Þ ¼ 0. Given a weight function w, we call wðgÞ the weight of g. The weight of any
ground term t, denoted jtj, is deﬁned as follows: for every constant c we have jcj ¼ wðcÞ and for
every function symbol g of a positive arity jgðt1; . . . ; tnÞj ¼ wðgÞ þ jt1j þ    þ jtnj.
Deﬁnition 2.2. A precedence relation on R is any total order  on R. A precedence relation  is
said to be compatible with a weight function w if for every unary function symbol f , if wðf Þ ¼ 0,
then f is the greatest element w.r.t. .
Deﬁnition 2.3 (Knuth–Bendix order). Let w be a weight function on R and  a precedence re-
lation on R compatible with w. The instance of the Knuth–Bendix order induced by ðw;Þ is the
binary relation  on the set of ground terms of R deﬁned as follows. For all ground terms
t ¼ gðt1; . . . ; tnÞ and s ¼ hðs1; . . . ; skÞ we have t  s if one of the following conditions holds:
1. jtj > jsj;
2. jtj ¼ jsj and g  h;
3. jtj ¼ jsj, g ¼ h and for some 16 i6 n we have t1 ¼ s1; . . . ; ti1 ¼ si1 and ti  si.
The compatibility condition ensures that every instance of the Knuth–Bendix order is a sim-
pliﬁcation order total on ground terms.
In the sequel we will often refer to the least and the greatest terms among the terms of the
minimal weight for a given instance of KBO. It is easy to see that every term of the minimal
weight is either a constant of the minimal weight, or a term f nðcÞ, where c is a constant of the
minimal weight, and wðf Þ ¼ 0. Therefore, the least term of the minimal weight is always the
constant of the minimal weight which is the least among all such constants w.r.t.. This constant
is also the least term w.r.t. .
The greatest term of the minimal weight exists if and only if there is no unary function symbol
of the weight 0. In this case, this term is the constant of the minimal weight which is the greatest
among such constants w.r.t. .
Deﬁnition 2.4 (substitution). A substitution is a mapping from a set of variables to the set of
terms. A substitution h is grounding for an expression E (i.e., term, rewrite rule, etc.) if for every
variable x occurring in E the term hðxÞ is ground. We denote by Eh the expression obtained from E
by replacing in it every variable x by hðxÞ. A ground instance of an expression E is any expression
Eh which is ground.
The following deﬁnition is central to this paper.
Deﬁnition 2.5 (orientability). An instance  of KBO orients a rewrite rule l ! r if for every
ground instance l0 ! r0 of l ! r we have l0  r0. An instance of KBO orients a system R of rewrite
rules if it orients every rewrite rule in R.
The decidability of the orientability problem for the KBO does not follow immediately from
the decidability of the KBO ordering constraints [9], as it is in the case of the recursive path
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ordering. For a given ﬁnite signature, there exists only a ﬁnite number of instances of the recursive
path ordering. But there exists an inﬁnite number of instances of the KBO, since the weight
function is not restricted.
We deﬁne orientability in terms of ground instances of rewrite rules. One can also deﬁne ori-
entability using the non-ground version of the KBO as originally deﬁned by Knuth and Bendix
[8]. But then we obtain a weaker notion (fewer systems can be oriented) as the following example
from [11] shows.
Example 2.6. Consider the following rewrite rule:
gðx; a; bÞ ! gðb; b; aÞ: ð1Þ
For any choice of the weight function w and order , gðx; a; bÞ  gðb; b; aÞ does not hold for the
original Knuth–Bendix order with variables. However, rewrite rule (1) can be oriented by any
instance of KBO such that wðaÞPwðbÞ and a  b.
In fact the order based on all ground instances is the greatest simpliﬁcation order extending the
instance of KBO from ground terms to non-ground terms.
3. Systems of homogeneous linear inequalities
In our proofs and in the algorithm we will use several properties of homogeneous linear in-
equalities. The deﬁnitions related to systems of linear inequalities can be found in standard
textbooks, see, e.g. [19]. We will denote column vectors of variables by X , integer or real vectors
by V ;W , integer or real matrices by A;B. Column vectors consisting of 0s will be denoted by 0.
The set of real numbers is denoted by R, and the set of non-negative real numbers by Rþ.
Deﬁnition 3.1 (homogeneous linear inequalities). A homogeneous linear inequality has the form
either VX P 0 or VX > 0. A system of homogeneous linear inequalities is a ﬁnite set of homoge-
neous linear inequalities.
Solutions (real or integer) to systems of homogeneous linear inequalities are deﬁned as usual.
When we write a system of homogeneous linear inequalities as AX P 0, we assume that every
inequality in the system is of the form VX P 0 (but not of the form VX > 0).
We will use the following fundamental property of system of homogeneous linear inequalities:
Lemma 3.2. Let AX P 0 be a system of homogeneous linear inequalities, where A is an integer
matrix. Then there exists a finite number of integer vectors V1; . . . ; Vn such that the set of solutions to
AX P 0 is
fr1V1 þ    þ rnVn j r1; . . . ; rn 2 Rþg: ð2Þ
The proof can be found in, see, e.g. [19].
The following lemma was proved in [14] for the systems of linear homogeneous inequalities
over the real numbers. We will give a simpler proof of it here.
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Lemma 3.3. Let AX P 0 be a system of homogeneous linear inequalities where A is an integer matrix
and let Sol be the set of all real solutions to the system. Then the system can be split into two disjoint
subsystems BX P 0 and CX P 0 such that:
1. BV ¼ 0 for every V 2 Sol.
2. If C is non-empty then there exists a solution V 2 Sol such that CV > 0.
Proof. By Lemma 3.2 we can ﬁnd integer vectors V1; . . . ; Vn such that the set Sol is (2). We deﬁne
BX P 0 to be the system consisting of all inequalities WX P 0 in the system such that WVi ¼ 0 for
all i ¼ 1; . . . ; n; then property 1 is obvious.
Note that the system CX P 0 consists of the inequalities WX P 0 such that for some i we have
WVi > 0. Take V to be V1 þ    þ Vn, then it is not hard to argue that CV > 0. 
Let D be a system of homogeneous linear inequalities. We will call the subsystem BX P 0 of D
the degenerate subsystem if the following holds. Denote by C the matrix of the complement to
BX P 0 in D and by Sol the set of all real solutions to D. Then:
1. BV ¼ 0 for every V 2 Sol.
2. If C is non-empty then there exists a solution V 2 Sol such that CV > 0.
For every system D of homogeneous linear inequalities the degenerate subsystem of D will be
denoted by D¼. Note that the degenerate subsystem is deﬁned for arbitrary systems, not only
those of the form AX P 0.
Let us now prove another key property of integer systems of homogeneous linear inequalities:
the existence of a real solution implies the existence of an integer solution.
Lemma 3.4. LetD be a system of homogeneous linear inequalities with an integer matrix. Let V be a
real solution to this system and for some subsystem of D with the matrix C we have CV > 0. Then
there exists an integer solution V 0 to D for which we also have CV 0 > 0.
Proof. LetD0 be obtained fromD by replacement of all strict equalities WX > 0 by their non-strict
versions WX P 0. Take vectors V1; . . . ; Vn so that the set of solutions to D0 is (2). Evidently, for
every inequality WX P 0 in CX P 0 there exists some i such that WVi > 0. Deﬁne V 0 as
V1 þ    þ Vn, then it is not hard to argue that CV 0 > 0. We claim that V 0 is a solution to D.
Assume the converse, then there exists an inequality WX > 0 in D such that WV 0 ¼ 0. But WV 0 ¼ 0
implies that WVi ¼ 0 for all i, so D has no real solution, contradiction. 
The following lemma follows from Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4.
Lemma 3.5. Let D be a system of homogeneous linear inequalities with an integer matrix and its
degenerate subsystem is different from D. Let C be the matrix of the complement of the degenerate
subsystem. Then there exists an integer solution V to D such that CV > 0. 
The following result is well known, see, e.g. [19].
Lemma 3.6. The existence of a real solution to a system of linear inequalities can be decided in
polynomial time.
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This lemma and Lemma 3.4 imply the following key result.
Lemma 3.7. (i) The existence of an integer solution to an integer system of homogeneous lin-
ear inequalities can be decided in polynomial time. (ii) If an integer system D of homogeneous
linear inequalities has a solution, then its degenerate subsystem D¼ can be found in polynomial
time.
Proof.
(i) By Lemma 3.6 the existence of a real solution can be checked in polynomial time. By Lemma
3.4 an integer solution exists if and only if there exists a real solution. Therefore, the existence
of an integer solution can be decided in polynomial time.
(ii) Let WX P 0 be a linear inequality in D. By Lemma 3.3 and the deﬁnition of the degenerate
system D¼, this inequality belongs to D¼ if and only if D [ fWX > 0g has no solution. By
(i) this can be checked in polynomial time. 
4. States
In Section 6 we will present an algorithm for orientability by the Knuth–Bendix order. This
algorithm will work on states which generalize systems of rewrite rules in several ways. A state will
use a generalization of rewrite rules to tuples of terms and some information about possible
solutions.
Let  be any order on ground terms. We extend it lexicographically to an order on tuples of
ground terms as follows: we write hl1; . . . ; lni  hr1; . . . ; rni if for some i 2 f1; . . . ; ng we have
l1 ¼ r1; . . . ; li1 ¼ ri1 and li  ri. We call a tuple inequality any expression hl1; . . . ; lni >
hr1; . . . ; rni. The length of this tuple inequality is n.
In the sequel we assume that R is a ﬁxed signature and e is a constant not belonging to R. The
constant e will play the role of a temporary substitute for a constant of the minimal weight. We
also assume that diﬀerent rewrite rules have disjoint sets of variables. This can be achieved by
renaming variables.
We will present the algorithm for orienting a system of rewrite rules as a sequence of state
changes. We call a state a tuple ðR;M;D;U;G;L;oÞ, where:
1. R is a set of tuple inequalities hl1; . . . ; lni > hr1; . . . ; rni, such that every two diﬀerent tuple in-
equalities in this set have disjoint variables.
2. M is a set of variables. This set denotes the variables ranging over the terms of the minimal
weight.
3. D is a system of homogeneous linear inequalities over the variables fwg jg 2 R [ fegg. This sys-
tem denotes constraints on the weight function collected so far, and we denotes the minimal
weight of terms.
4. U is one of the following values one or any. The value one signals that there exists exactly one
term of the minimal weight, while any means that no constraints on the number of elements of
the minimal weight have been imposed.
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5. G and L are sets of constants, each of them contains at most one element. If d 2 G (respectively
d 2 L), this signals that d is the greatest (respectively least) term among the terms of the min-
imal weight.
6. o is a binary relation on R. This relation denotes the subset of the precedence relation com-
puted so far.
Let w be a weight function on R,  a precedence relation on R compatible with w, and  the
instance of the Knuth–Bendix order induced by ðw;Þ. A substitution r grounding for a set of
variables X is said to be minimal for X if for every variable x 2 X the term rðxÞ is of the minimal
weight. We extend w to e by deﬁning wðeÞ to be the minimal weight of a constant of R.
We say that the pair ðw;Þ is a solution to a state ðR;M;D;U;G;L;oÞ if:
1. For every tuple inequality hl1; . . . ; lni > hr1; . . . ; rni in R and every substitution r grounding for
this tuple inequality and minimal for M we have hl1r; . . . ; lnri  hr1r; . . . ; rnri.
2. The weight function w solves every inequality in D in the following sense: replacement of each
wg by wðgÞ gives a tautology. In addition, wðeÞ coincides with the minimal weight wðcÞ of con-
stants c 2 R.
3. If U ¼ one, then there exists exactly one term of the minimal weight.
4. If d 2 G (respectively d 2 L) for some constant d, then d is the greatest (respectively least) term
among the terms of the minimal weight. Note that if d is the greatest term of the minimal
weight, then the signature contains no unary function symbol of the weight 0.
5.  extendso.
We will now show how to reduce the orientability problem for the systems of rewrite rules to the
solvability problem for states.
Let R be a system of rewrite rules such that every two diﬀerent rules in R have disjoint variables.
Denote by SR the state ðR;M;D;U;G; L;oÞ deﬁned as follows:
1. R consists of all tuple inequalities hli > hri such that l ! r belongs to R.
2. M ¼ ;.
3. D consists of (a) all inequalities wg P 0, where g 2 R is a non-constant; (b) the inequality we > 0
and all inequalities wd  we P 0, where d is a constant of R.
4. U ¼ any.
5. G ¼ L ¼ ;.
6. o is the empty binary relation on R.
Lemma 4.1. Let w be a weight function, a precedence relation on R compatible with w, and  the
instance of KBO induced by ðw;Þ. Then  orients R if and only if ðw;Þ is a solution to SR.
The proof is straightforward.
5. Trivial signatures
For technical reasons, we will distinguish two kinds of signatures. Essentially, our algorithm
depends on whether the weights of terms are restricted or not. For the so-called non-trivial
signatures, the weights are not restricted. When we present the orientability algorithm for the
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non-trivial signatures, we will use the fact that terms of suﬃciently large weights always exist. For
the trivial signatures we will present a simpler orientability algorithm in Section 7.
A signature is called trivial if it contains no function symbols of arity P 2, and at most one
unary function symbol. Note that a signature is non-trivial if and only if it contains either a
function symbol of arity P 2 or at least two function symbols of arity 1.
Lemma 5.1. Let R be a non-trivial signature and w be a weight function for R. Then for every integer
m there exists a ground term of the signature R such that jtj > m.
Proof. It is enough to show how for every term t build a term of the weight greater than jtj. Note
that the weight of any term is positive. If R contains a function symbol g of arity nP 2, then
jgðt; . . . ; tÞj ¼ wðgÞ þ n  jtj > jtj. If R contains two unary function symbols, then for at least one of
them g we have wðgÞ > 0. Then jgðtÞj ¼ wðgÞ þ jtj > jtj. 
6. An algorithm for orientability in the case of non-trivial signatures
In this section we only consider non-trivial signatures. An algorithm for trivial signatures is
given in Section 7. The algorithm given in this section will be illustrated below in Section 6.5 on
the rewrite rule of Example 2.6.
Our algorithm works as follows. Given a system R of rewrite rules, we build the initial state
SR ¼ ðR;M;D;U;G; L;oÞ. Then we repeatedly transform ðR;M;D;U;G; L;oÞ as described
below. We call the size of the state the total number of occurrences of function symbols and
variables in R. Every transformation step will terminate with either success or failure, or else
decrease the size of R.
At each step we assume that R consists of k tuple inequalities




such that all of the Li;Ri are tuples of terms.
We will label parts of the algorithm, these labels will be used in the proof of its soundness. The
algorithm can make a non-deterministic choice, but at most once, and the number of non-de-
terministic branches is bounded by the number of constants in R.
When the set D of linear inequalities changes, we assume that we check the new set for sat-
isﬁability, and terminate with failure if it is unsatisﬁable. Likewise, when we changeo, we check
if it can be extended to an order and terminate with failure if it cannot.
6.1. The algorithm
The algorithm works as follows. Every step consists of a number of state transformations,
beginning with PREPROCESS deﬁned below. During the algorithm, we will perform two kinds of
consistency checks:
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• The consistency check on D is the check whether D has a solution. If it does not, we terminate
with failure.
• The consistency check ono is the check whethero can be extended to an order, i.e., the tran-
sitive closure ofo is irreﬂexive, i.e., for no g 2 R we have g  g. Ifo cannot be extended
to an order, we terminate with failure.
It is not hard to argue that both kinds of consistency checks can be performed in polynomial time.
The consistency check on D is polynomial by Lemma 3.7. The consistency check on o is
polynomial since the transitive closure of a binary relation can be computed in polynomial time,
see, e.g. [3].
6.1.1. PREPROCESS
Do the following transformations while possible. If R contains a tuple inequality
hl1; . . . ; lni > hl1; . . . ; lni, terminate with failure. Otherwise, if R contains a tuple inequality
hl; l1; . . . ; lni > hl; r1; . . . ; rni, replace it by hl1; . . . ; lni > hr1; . . . ; rni.
If R becomes empty, proceed to TERMINATE, otherwise continue with MAIN.
6.1.2. MAIN
Now we can assume that in (3) each li is a term diﬀerent from the corresponding term ri. For
every variable x and term t denote by nðx; tÞ the number of occurrences of x in t. For example,
nðx; gðx; hðy; xÞÞÞ ¼ 2. Likewise, for every function symbol g 2 R and term t denote by nðg; tÞ the
number of occurrences of g in t. For example, nðh; gðx; hðy; xÞÞÞ ¼ 1.
(M1) For all x and i such that nðx; liÞ > nðx; riÞ, add x to M.
(M2) If for some i there exists a variable x 62M such that nðx; liÞ < nðx; riÞ, then terminate with
failure.
For every pair of terms l; r, denote by W ðl; rÞ the linear inequality obtained as follows. Let vl
and vr be the numbers of occurrences of variables in l and r, respectively. Then
W ðl; rÞ ¼
X
g2R
ðnðg; lÞ  nðg; rÞÞwg þ ðvl  vrÞwe P 0: ð4Þ
For example, if l ¼ hðx; f ðyÞÞ and r ¼ f ðgðx; gðx; yÞÞÞ, then
W ðl; rÞ ¼ wh  2  wg  we P 0:
(M3)Add toD all the linear inequalitiesW ðli; riÞ for all i and perform the consistency check onD.
Now compute D¼. If D¼ contains none of the inequalities W ðli; riÞ, proceed to TERMINATE.
Otherwise, for all i such that W ðli; riÞ 2 D¼ apply the applicable case below, depending on the
form of li and ri.
(M4) If ðli; riÞ has the form ðgðs1; . . . ; snÞ; hðt1; . . . ; tpÞÞ, where g is diﬀerent from h, then extend
o by adding goh and remove the tuple inequality hli; Lii > hri;Rii from R. Perform the con-
sistency check ono.
(M5) If ðli; riÞ has the form ðgðs1; . . . ; snÞ; gðt1; . . . ; tnÞÞ, then replace hli;Lii > hri;Rii by
hs1; . . . ; sn;Lii > ht1; . . . ; tn;Rii.
(M6) If ðli; riÞ has the form ðx; yÞ, where x and y are diﬀerent variables, do the following. (Note
that at this point x; y 2M.) If Li is empty, then terminate with failure. Otherwise, set U to one and
replace hli; Lii > hri;Rii by hLii > hRii.
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(M7) If ðli; riÞ has the form ðx; tÞ, where t is not a variable, do the following. If t is not a
constant, or Li is empty, then terminate with failure. So assume that t is a constant c. If L ¼ fdg
for some d diﬀerent from c, then terminate with failure. Otherwise, set L to fcg. Replace in Li and
Ri the variable x by c, obtaining L0i and R
0
i, respectively, and then replace hli; Lii > hri;Rii by
hL0ii > hR0ii.
(M8) If ðli; riÞ has the form ðt; xÞ, where t is not a variable, do the following. If t contains x,
remove hli;Lii > hri;Rii from R. Otherwise, if t is a non-constant or Li is empty, terminate with
failure. (Note that at this point x 2M and W ðt; xÞ 2 D¼.) Let now t be a constant c. If G ¼ fdg
for some d diﬀerent from c, then terminate with failure. Otherwise, set G to fcg. Replace in Li and
Ri the variable x by c, obtaining L0i and R
0
i, respectively, and then replace hli; Lii > hri;Rii by
hL0ii > hR0ii.
After this step repeat PREPROCESS.
6.1.3. TERMINATE
Let ðR;M;D;U;G; L;oÞ be the current state. Do the following.
(T1) If d 2 G, then for all constants c diﬀerent from d such that wc  we P 0 belongs to
D¼ extend o by adding doc. Likewise, if c 2 L, then for all constants d diﬀerent from
c such that wd  we P 0 2 D¼ extend o by adding doc. Perform the consistency check
on o.
(T2) For all f in R do the following. If f is a unary function symbol and wf P 0 belongs to D¼,
then extend o by adding foh for all h 2 R ff g. Perform the consistency check on o. If
U ¼ one or G 6¼ ;, then terminate with failure.
(T3) If there exists no constant c such that wc  we P 0 is in D¼, then non-deterministically
choose a constant c 2 R, add we  wc P 0 to D, perform the consistency check on D and repeat
PREPROCESS.
(T4) If U ¼ one, then terminate with failure if there exists more than one constant c such that
wc  we P 0 belongs to D¼.
(T5) Terminate with success.
We will show how to build a solution at step (T5) below in Lemma 6.19.
6.2. Correctness
In this section we prove correctness of the algorithm. In Section 6.3 we show how to ﬁnd a
solution when the algorithm terminates with success. The correctness will follow from a series of
lemmas asserting that the transformation steps performed by the algorithm preserve the set of
solutions. We will use notation and terminology of the algorithm. We say that a step of the al-
gorithm is correct if the set of solutions to the state before this step coincides with the set of
solutions after the step. When we prove correctness of a particular step, we will always denote by
S ¼ ðR;M;D;U;G; L;oÞ the state before this step, and by S0 the state after this step. When we
use substitutions in the proof, we always assume that the substitutions are grounding for the
relevant terms.
The following two lemmas can be proved by a straightforward application of the deﬁnition of
solution to a state.
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Lemma 6.1 (consistency check). If consistency check on D or ono terminates with failure, then S
has no solution.
Lemma 6.2. Step PREPROCESS is correct.
Let us now analyze MAIN. For every weight function w and precedence relation compatible
with w we call a counterexample to hli; Lii > hri;Rii w.r.t. ðw;Þ any substitution r minimal forM
such that hrir;Riri  hlir; Liri for the order  induced by ðw;Þ.
Denote by Si the state obtained from S by removal of the ith tuple inequality hli; Lii > hri;Rii
from R. The following lemma follows immediately from the deﬁnition of solution.
Lemma 6.3 (counterexample). If for every solution ðw;Þ to Si there exists a counterexample to
hli;Lii > hri;Rii w.r.t. ðw;Þ, then S has no solution. If for every solution ðw;Þ to Si there exists
no counterexample to the tuple inequality hli; Lii > hri;Rii, then removing this tuple inequality from
R does not change the set of solutions to S.
This lemma means that we can change hli;Lii > hri;Rii into a diﬀerent tuple inequality or
changeM, if we can prove that this change does not inﬂuence the existence of a counterexample.
Let r be a substitution, x a variable and t a term. Denote by rtx the substitution deﬁned by
rtxðyÞ ¼
rðyÞ if y 6¼ x;
t if y ¼ x:

Lemma 6.4. Let w be a weight function on R and  a precedence relation on R compatible with w.
Suppose also that for some x and i we have nðx; liÞ > nðx; riÞ and there exists a counterexample r to
hli;Lii > hri;Rii w.r.t. ðw;Þ. Then there exists a counterexample r0 to hli; Lii > hri;Rii w.r.t.
ðw;Þ minimal for fxg.
Proof. Suppose that r is not minimal for fxg. Denote by c a minimal constant w.r.t. w and by t the
term xr. Since r is not minimal for fxg, we have jtj > jcj. Consider the substitution rcx. Since r is a
counterexample, we have jrirjP jlirj. We have
jlircxj ¼ jlirj  nðx; liÞ  ðjtj  jcjÞ;
jrircxj ¼ jrirj  nðx; riÞ  ðjtj  jcjÞ:
Then
jrircxj ¼ jrirj  nðx; riÞ  ðjtj  jcjÞP jlirj  nðx; riÞ  ðjtj  jcjÞ > jlirj  nðx; liÞ  ðjtj  jcjÞ
¼ jlircxj:
Therefore, jrircxj > jlircxj, and so rcx is a counterexample too. 
One can immediately see that this lemma implies correctness of step (M1).
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Lemma 6.5. Step ðM1Þ is correct.
Proof. Evidently, every solution to S is also a solution to S0. But by Lemma 6.4, every coun-
terexample to S can be turned into a counterexample to S0, so every solution to S0 is also a
solution to S. 
Let us now turn to step (M2).
Lemma 6.6 (M2). If for some i and x 62M we have nðx; liÞ < nðx; riÞ, then S has no solution.
Therefore, step ðM2Þ is correct.
Proof. We show that for every ðw;Þ there exists a counterexample to hli;Lii > hri;Rii w.r.t.
ðw;Þ. Let r be any substitution grounding for this tuple inequality. Take any term t and con-
sider the substitution rtx. We have
jrirtxj  jlirtxj ¼ jrirj  jlirj þ ðnðx; riÞ  nðx; liÞÞ  ðjtj  jxrjÞ:
By Lemma 5.1 there exist terms of an arbitrarily large weight, so for a term t of a large enough
weight we have jrirtxj > jlirtxj, and so rtx is a counterexample to hli;Lii > hri;Rii.
Correctness of (M2) is straightforward. 
Note that after step (M2) for all i and x 62M we have nðx; liÞ ¼ nðx; riÞ.
Denote by Hc the substitution such that HcðxÞ ¼ c for every variable x.
Lemma 6.7 (M3). Let for all i and x 62M we have nðx; liÞ ¼ nðx; riÞ. Every solution ðw;Þ to S is
also a solution to W ðli; riÞ. Therefore, step ðM3Þ is correct.
Proof. Let c be a constant of the minimal weight. Consider the substitution Hc. Note that this
substitution is minimal for M. It follows from the deﬁnition of W that ðw;Þ is a solution to
W ðli; riÞ if and only if jliHcjP jriHcj. But jliHcjP jriHcj is a straightforward consequence of the
deﬁnition of solutions to tuple inequalities.
Correctness of (M3) is straightforward. 
Lemma 6.8. Let for all x 62M we have nðx; liÞ ¼ nðx; riÞ. Let also W ðli; riÞ 2 D¼. Then for every
solution to Si and every substitution r minimal for M we have jlirj ¼ jrirj.
Proof. Using the fact that nðx; liÞ ¼ nðx; riÞ for all x 62M, it is not hard to argue that jlirj  jrirj
does not depend on r, whenever r is minimal for M.
Let c be a constant of the minimal weight. It follows from the deﬁnition of W that if
W ðli; riÞ 2 D¼, then for every solution to D (and so for every solution to Si) we have
jliHcj ¼ jriHcj. Therefore, jlirj ¼ jrirj for all substitutions r minimal for M. 
The proof of correctness of steps (M4)–(M8) will use this lemma in the following way. A pair
ðw;Þ is a solution to S if and only if it is a solution to Si and a solution to hli; Lii > hri;Rii.
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Equivalently, ðw;Þ is a solution to S if and only if it is a solution to Si and for every sub-
stitution r minimal forM we have hlir;Liri  hrir;Riri. But by Lemma 6.8 we have jlirj ¼ jrirj,
so hlir; Liri  hrir;Riri must be satisﬁed by either condition 2 or condition 3 of the deﬁnition of
the KBO order.
This consideration can be summarized as follows.
Lemma 6.9. Let for all x 62M we have nðx; liÞ ¼ nðx; riÞ. Let also W ðli; riÞ 2 D¼. Then a pair ðw;Þ
is a solution to S if and only if it is a solution to Si and for every substitution r minimal forM the
following holds. Let lir ¼ gðt1; . . . ; tnÞ and rir ¼ hðs1; . . . ; spÞ. Then at least one of the following
conditions holds:
1. lir ¼ rir and Lir  Rir, or
2. g  h, or
3. g ¼ h and for some 16 i6 n we have t1r ¼ s1r; . . . ; ti1r ¼ si1r and tir  sir.
Lemma 6.10. Step ðM4Þ is correct.
Proof. We know that li ¼ gðs1; . . . ; snÞ and ri ¼ hðt1; . . . ; tpÞ for g 6¼ h. Take any substitution r
minimal forM. Obviously, lir ¼ rir is impossible, so hli; Liir  hri;Riir if and only if lir  rir. By
Lemma 6.9 this holds if and only if g  h, so step (M4) is correct. 
Lemma 6.11. Step ðM5Þ is correct.
Proof. We know that li ¼ gðs1; . . . ; snÞ and ri ¼ gðt1; . . . ; tnÞ. Note that due to PREPROCESS,
li 6¼ ri, so nP 1. It follows from Lemma 6.9 that hli;Liir  hri;Riir if and only if
hs1; . . . ; sn;Liir  ht1; . . . ; tn;Riir, so step (M5) is correct. 
Lemma 6.12. Step ðM6Þ is correct.
Proof. We know that li ¼ x and ri ¼ y, where x; y are diﬀerent variables. Note that if Li is empty,
then the substitution Hc, where c is of the minimal weight, is a counterexample to hx;Lii > hy;Rii.
So assume that Li is non-empty and consider two cases:
1. If there exist at least two terms s; t of the minimal weight, then there exists a counterexample to
hx;Lii > hy;Rii. Indeed, if s  t, then yr  xr for every r such that rðxÞ ¼ t and rðyÞ ¼ s.
2. If there exists exactly one term t of the minimal weight, then xr ¼ yr for every r minimal forM.
Therefore, hx;Lii > hy;Rii is equivalent to hLii > hRii.
In either case it is not hard to argue that step (M6) is correct. 
Lemma 6.13. Step ðM7Þ is correct.
Proof.We know that li ¼ x and ri ¼ t. Let c be the least constant in the signature. If t 6¼ c, then Hc
is obviously a counterexample to hx; Lii > ht;Rii. Otherwise t ¼ c, then for every counterexample r
we have rðxÞ ¼ c. In either case it is not hard to argue that step (M7) is correct. 
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Lemma 6.14. Step ðM8Þ is correct.
Proof.Weknow that li ¼ t and ri ¼ x.Note that t 6¼ xdue to thePREPROCESS step, so if xoccurs in t
we have tr  xr for all r. Assume now that x does not occur in t. Then x 2M. Consider two cases:
1. t is a non-constant. For every substitution r minimal for M we have jtrj ¼ jxrj, hence tr is a
non-constant term of the minimal weight. This implies that the signature contains a unary func-
tion symbol f of the weight 0. Take any substitution r. It is not hard to argue that rf ðtÞrx is a
counterexample to ht; Lii > hx;Rii.
2. t is a constant c. Let d be the greatest constant in the signature among the constants of the min-
imal weight. If d 6¼ c, then Hd is obviously a counterexample to hc;Lii > hx;Rii. Otherwise
d ¼ c, then for every counterexample r we have rðxÞ ¼ c.
In either case it is not hard to argue that step (M8) is correct. 
Let us now analyze steps TERMINATE. Note that for every constant c the inequality
wc  we P 0 belongs to D and for every function symbol g the inequality wg P 0 belongs to D too.
Lemma 6.15. Step ðT1Þ is correct.
Proof. Suppose d 2 G, c 6¼ d, and wc  we P 0 belongs to D¼. Then for every solution to S we
have wðcÞ ¼ wðeÞ, and therefore c is a constant of the minimal weight. But since for every solution
d is the greatest constant among those having the minimal weight, we must have d  c.
The case c 2 L is similar. 
Lemma 6.16. Step ðT2Þ is correct.
Proof. If f is a unary function symbol and wf P 0 belongs to D¼, then for every solution
wðf Þ ¼ 0. By the deﬁnition of the KBO we must have f  g for all g 2 R ff g. But then (i) there
exists an inﬁnite number of terms of the minimal weight and (ii) a constant d 2 G cannot be the
greatest term of the minimal weight (since for example f ðdÞ  d and jf ðdÞj ¼ jdj). 
Step (T3)makes a non-deterministic choice, which can result in several statesS1; . . . ;Sn.We say that
such a step is correct if the set of solutions to S is the union of the sets of solutions to S1; . . . ;Sn.
Lemma 6.17. Step ðT3Þ is correct.
Proof. Note that w is a solution to we  wc P 0 if and only if wðcÞ is the minimal weight, so
addition of we  wc P 0 to D amounts to stating that c has the minimal weight. Evidently, for
every solution, there must be a constant c of the minimal weight, so the step is correct. 
Lemma 6.18. Step ðT4Þ is correct.
Proof. Suppose U ¼ one, then for every solution there exists a unique term of the minimal weight.
If, c is a constant such that wc  we P 0 belongs to D¼, then c must be a term of the minimal
weight. Therefore, there cannot be more than one such a constant c. .
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6.3. Extracting a solution
In this section we will show how to ﬁnd a solution when the algorithm terminates with success.
Lemma 6.19. Step ðT5Þ is correct.
Proof. To prove correctness of (T5) we have to show the existence of solution. In fact, we will
show how to build a particular solution.
Note that when we terminate at step (T5), the systemD is solvable, since it was solvable initially
and we performed consistency checks on every change of D.
By Lemma 3.5 there exists an integer solution w to D which is also a solution to the strict
versions of every inequality inDD¼. Likewise, there exists a linear order extendingo, since
we performed consistency checks on every change ofo. We claim that ðw;Þ is a solution to
ðR;M;D;U;G;L;oÞ. To this end we have to show that w is weight function,  is compatible
with w and all items 1–5 of the deﬁnition of solution are satisﬁed.
Let us ﬁrst show that w is a weight function. Note thatD contains all inequalities wg P 0, where
g 2 R is a non-constant, the inequality we > 0 and the inequalities wd  we P 0 for every constant
d 2 R. So to show that w is a weight function it remains to show that at most one unary function
symbol f has weight 0. Indeed, if there were two such function symbols f1 and f2, then at step (T2)
we would add both f1of2 and f2of1, but the following consistency check ono would fail.
The proof that  is compatible with w is similar.
Denote by  the instance of KBO order induced by ðw;Þ:
1. For every tuple inequality hli;Lii > hri;Rii in R and every substitution r minimal for M we have
hlir; Liri  hrir;Riri. In the proof we will use the fact that wðeÞ is the minimal weight.
By step (M3), the inequality W ðli; riÞ does not belong to D¼ (otherwise hli;Lii > hri;Rii would
be removed at one of steps (M4)–(M8)). It follows from the deﬁnition of W and the construction
of w that if W ðli; riÞ 2 DD¼, then jliHcj > jriHcj, where c is any constant of the minimal weight.
In Lemma 6.8 we proved that jlirj  jrirj does not depend on r, whenever r is minimal for M.
Therefore, jlirj > jrirj for all substitutions r minimal for M.
2. The weight function w solves every inequality in D and wðeÞ coincides with the minimal weight.
This follows immediately from our construction, if we show that wðeÞ is the minimal weight.
Let us show that we is the minimal weight. Indeed, since D initially contains the inequalities
wc  we P 0 for all constants c, we have that wðeÞ is less than or equal to the minimal weight.
By step (T3), there exists a constant c such that wc  we P 0 is in D¼, hence wðcÞ ¼ wðeÞ, and so
wðeÞ is greater than or equal to the minimal weight.
3. If U ¼ one, then there exists exactly one term of the minimal weight. Assume U ¼ one. We have
to show that (i) there exists no unary function symbol f of weight 0 and (ii) there exists exactly
one constant of the minimal weight. Let f be a unary function symbol. By our construction,
wf P 0 belongs to D. By step (T2) wf P 0 does not belong to D¼, so by the deﬁnition of w
we have wðf Þ > 0. By our construction, wc  we P 0 belongs to D for every constant c. By step
(T4), at most one of such inequalities belongs to D¼. But if wc  we P 0 does not belong to D¼,
then wðcÞ  wðeÞ > 0 by the construction of w. Therefore, there exists at most one constant of
the minimal weight.
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4. If d 2 G (respectively d 2 L) for some constant d, then d is the greatest (respectively least) term
among the terms of the minimal weight. We consider the case d 2 G, the case d 2 L is similar.
But by step (T2) there is no unary function symbol f such that wf P 0 belongs to D¼, therefore
wðf Þ > 0 for all unary function symbols f . This implies that only constants may have the min-
imal weight. But by step (T1) and the deﬁnition of w, for all constants c of the minimal weight
we have doc, and hence also d  c.
5.  extendso. This follows immediately from our construction. 
6.4. Time complexity
Provided that we use a polynomial-time algorithm for solving homogeneous linear inequalities,
and a polynomial-time algorithm for transitive closure, we can prove the following lemma.
Lemma 6.20. The algorithm runs in time polynomial of the size of the system of rewrite rules.
Proof.Note that the algorithm makes polynomial number of steps. Indeed, initially the size of R is
Oðn log nÞ of the size of the system of rewrite rules (and can even be made linear, if we avoid
renaming variables). Each of the steps (M4)–(M8) decreases the size of R. The algorithm can
make a non-deterministic choice, but at most once, and the number of non-deterministic branches
is bounded by the number of constants, so it is linear in the size of the original system.
We proved that the number of steps is polynomial in the size of the input. It remains to prove
that every step can be made in polynomial time of the size of a state and that the size of every state
is polynomial in the size of the input.
Solvability of D can be checked in polynomial time by Lemma 3.7. The system D¼ can be built
in polynomial time by the same lemma. The relationo can be extended to an order if and only if
the transitive closureo0 ofo is irreﬂexive, i.e., there is no g such that go0g. The transitive
closure can be built in polynomial time. The check for irreﬂexivity can be obviously done in
polynomial time too. Therefore, every step can be performed in polynomial time of the size of the
state.
It remains to show that the size of S is bound by a polynomial. The only part of S that is not
immediately seen to be polynomial is D. However, it is not hard to argue that the number of
equations in S of the form W ðl; rÞ is bound by the size of the input, and every equation obviously
has a polynomial size. It is also easy to see that the size of the remaining equations is polynomial
too. 
6.5. A simple example
Let us consider how the algorithm works on the rewrite rule gðx; a; bÞ ! gðb; b; aÞ of Example
2.6. Initially, R consists of one tuple inequality
hgðx; a; bÞi > hgðb; b; aÞi ð5Þ
and D consists of the following linear inequalities:
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wg P 0; we > 0; wa  we P 0; wb  we P 0:
At step (M1) we note that nðx; gðx; a; bÞÞ ¼ 1 > 0 ¼ nðx; gðb; b; aÞÞ. Therefore, we add x to M.
At step (M3) we add the linear inequality we  wb P 0 to D obtaining
wg P 0; we > 0; wa  we P 0; wb  we P 0; we  wb P 0:
Now we compute D¼. It consists of two equations wb  we P 0 and we  wb P 0, so we have to
apply one of the steps (M4)–(M8), in this case the applicable step is (M5). We replace (5) by
hx; a; bi > hb; b; ai: ð6Þ
At the next iteration of step (M3) we should add to D the linear inequality we  wb P 0, but this
linear inequality is already a member of D, and moreover a member of D¼. So we proceed to step
(M7). At this step we set L ¼ fbg and replace (6) by
ha; bi > hb; ai: ð7Þ
Then at step (M2) we add wa  wb P 0 to D obtaining
wg P 0; we > 0; wa  we P 0; wb  we P 0; we  wb P 0; wa  wb P 0:
Now wa  wb P 0 does not belong to the degenerate subsystem of D, so we proceed to TERMI-
NATE. Steps (T1)–(T4) change neither D noro, so we terminate with success.
Solutions extracted according to Lemma 6.19 will be any pairs ðw;Þ such that wðaÞ > wðbÞ.
Note that these are not all solutions. There are also solutions such that wðaÞ ¼ wðbÞ and a  b.
However, if we try to ﬁnd a description of all solutions we cannot any more guarantee that the
algorithm runs in polynomial time.
7. Orientability for trivial signatures
Consider a trivial signature which consists of a unary function symbol g and some constants.
Let R be a system of rewrite rules in this signature. If some rule in R has the form t ! gnðxÞ such
that x does not occur in t, then the system is evidently not orientable. If R contains no such rule,
then R can be replaced by an equally orientable ground system, as the following lemma shows.
Lemma 7.1. Let R be a system of rewrite rules in a trivial signature R such that no rule in R contains
a variable occurring in its right-hand side but not the left-hand side. Define the ground system R0
obtained from R by the following transformations:
1. Replace every rule gmðxÞ ! gnðdÞ in R by all rules gmðcÞ ! gnðdÞ such that c is a constant in R.
2. For every rule gmðxÞ ! gnðxÞ in R, if m > n then remove this rule, otherwise terminate with failure.
Then an instance of KBO  orients R if and only if it orients R0. 
We leave the proof of this lemma to the reader. Note that the size of R0 in the lemma is
polynomial in the sum of the sizes of R and R. Therefore, we can restrict ourselves to ground
systems.
Moreover, we can assume that for every rule in R0 the function symbol g never occurs in both
left-hand side and right-hand side of R. Indeed, this can be achieved by replacing every rewrite
rule gðsÞ ! gðtÞ in R0 by s ! t until g occurs in at most one side of the rule. Evidently, we can
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assume that R0 contains no trivial rules c ! c. So we obtain a system consisting of rules gnðcÞ ! d,
c ! gnðdÞ, where n > 0, or c ! d such that c; d are diﬀerent constants. In other words, for every
rule l ! r in R0 the outermost symbol of l is diﬀerent from the outermost symbol of r.
In order to check orientability of R0, consider the system of homogeneous linear inequalities D
which consists of:
1. the inequalities wc > 0 for all constants c 2 R and the inequality wg P 0;
2. for every rule l ! r in R0 the inequalities W ðl; rÞ ¼Ph2Rðnðh; lÞ  nðh; rÞÞwh P 0.
Evidently, D can be built in time polynomial in the size of R0. Evidently, if D is unsatisﬁable, then
R0 is not orientable. If D is satisﬁable, let D¼ be the degenerate subsystem of D. Let us build a
binary relationo on R as follows:
1. for every rule l ! r in R0, if W ðl; rÞ 2 D¼, then we take the outermost symbols h1 and h2 of l
and r respectively and add h1oh2 too;
2. if wg P 0 belongs to D¼, then add goc too for all constants c 2 R.
We leave it to the reader to check that R0 is orientable if and only ifo can be extended to a linear
order. We can prove in the same way as before, that the check for orientability of R0 can be done
in polynomial time.
8. The problem of orientability by the KBO is P-complete
In Section 6.4 we have shown that the orientability problem can be solved in polynomial time.
In this section we show that this problem is P-complete, and moreover it is P-hard even for ground
rewrite systems. To this end, we reduce the circuit value problem which is known to be P-complete
(see, e.g. [18]), to the orientability problem. Our reduction consists of two steps:
1. We reduce the problem of solving systems of linear inequalities AX P 0, X > 0, where A is an
integer matrix, to the orientability problem.
2. We reduce the circuit value problem to solvability of such systems.
In the systems of linear inequalities, we assume all coeﬃcients to be written in the unary notation.
Both reductions will be LOGSPACE.
Let AX P 0 be a system of linear inequalities and we are looking for strictly positive solutions
to it. For every variable xi in the system we introduce a unary function symbol fi. We consider the
signature R consisting of all such symbols fi, two unary symbols g; h, and a constant c. We will
construct a ground rewrite rule system R whose orientability will be equivalent to the existence of
a solution to AX P 0; X > 0 as follows. First of all, R contains the rewrite rule
ghc ! hggc:
An instance of KBO with parameters ðw;Þ orients this rule if and only if wðgÞ ¼ 0 (and hence
also g  h). For each linear inequality I in the system, we add to R a rewrite rule rðIÞ, which will
be demonstrated by an example (in order to avoid double indices). Suppose, for example, that the
inequality can be rewritten in the form
a1x1 þ    þ akxk P akþ1xkþ1 þ    þ anxn; ð8Þ
where x1; . . . ; xn are diﬀerent variables and a1; . . . ; an; b1; . . . ; bn are non-negative coeﬃcients. Then
rðIÞ has the form
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ghf a11    f akk c ! hgf akþ1kþ1    f ann c: ð9Þ
Note that for every solution we must have wðfiÞ > 0 since there may be at most one function
symbol of the weight 0. For every weight function w consider the substitution s of integers to
variables such that wðfiÞ ¼ sðxiÞ and let  be an arbitrary precedence relation such that g is
maximal w.r.t.. We leave it to the reader to check that ðw;Þ is a solution to R if and only if s is
a solution to AX P 0;X > 0.
It is not hard to argue that the reduction of A to R is LOGSPACE, provided that the coeﬃcients
of the linear inequations are written in the unary notation.
Let us now describe a reduction of the circuit value problem to the problem of whether a
given system of linear integer inequalities has a positive solution. Consider a circuit with gates
g1; . . . ; gn. For each gate gi we introduce a new numerical variable xi. We will also use an
auxiliary numerical variable y. We construct a system of linear integer inequalities D in such a
way that the circuit has the value TRUE if and only if D has a positive solution. For each gate
gi we introduce a system of numerical constraints Di in the following way. If gi is a FALSE gate
then Di is fxi ¼ yg, likewise if gi is a TRUE gate then Di is fxi ¼ 2yg. If gi is a NOT gate with
an input gj then Di is fxi ¼ 3y  xjg. If gi is an AND gate with inputs gj and gk then Di is
fy6 xi6 2y, xi6 xj, xi6 xk, xj þ xk  2y6 xig. Let D0 be the union of all Di for 16 i6 n. It is
straightforward to check that for every positive solution to the system D0 each variable xi has
the value of the variable y or twice that value, moreover it has the value of y if and only if the
gate gi has the value FALSE. To complete the construction we obtain D by adding to D
0 an
equation xn ¼ 2y. Note that the coeﬃcients of D are small, so they can be considered as written
in the unary notation.
We have shown how to reduce the circuit value problem to the orientability problem. It is clear
that all reductions can be done by a logarithmic-space algorithm.
9. Solving constraints consisting of a single inequality
In [10] we show that the problem of solving the Knuth–Bendix ordering constraints is NP-
complete. Let us show that the problem of solving the Knuth–Bendix ordering constraints
consisting of a single inequality can be solved in polynomial time. Let us ﬁx an instance of KBO
on ground terms, i.e., a precedence relation on the signature R and a weight function w. Our
problem is to decide for a given pair of terms s and t whether there exists a grounding sub-
stitution r such that sr  tr. Since every instance of the Knuth–Bendix order is total on ground
terms our problem is equivalent to the following problem: for a given pair of terms t and s
decide whether for every grounding substitutions r, tr  sr holds. The algorithm we present is
similar to the algorithm for the orientability. The main diﬀerence is that there is no need to solve
systems of linear inequalities for this problem. Since the order is given, we can use a simpler
version of the notion of state S ¼ ðR;MÞ, where R is a single tuple inequality and M is a set of
variables. Instead of tuple inequalities hLi > hRi we will consider a new kind of tuple inequalities
hLiP hRi with a natural interpretation. Initially R consists of the tuple inequality htiP hsi and
M ¼ ;. Let e denote the constant that is the minimal term w.r.t. . Instead of using the
inequality W ðl; rÞ, we will use the inequality W 0ðl; rÞ ¼Pg2Rðnðg; lÞ  nðg; rÞÞwðgÞþ
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ðvl  vrÞwðeÞP 0, where vl and vr are the numbers of occurrences of variables in l and r, re-
spectively. Let us present the algorithm.
9.1. PREPROCESS
Do the following transformations while possible. If R has the form h iP h i, then terminate
with success. If R consists of a tuple inequality hl; l1; . . . ; lniP hl; r1; . . . ; rni, replace it by hl1; . . . ;
lniP hr1; . . . ; rni.
9.2. MAIN
Now we can assume that R consists of a tuple hl;LiP hr;Ri and the term l is diﬀerent from the
term r.
(M1) For all x such that nðx; lÞ > nðx; rÞ, add x to M.
(M2) If there exists a variable x 62M such that nðx; lÞ < nðx; rÞ, then terminate with failure.
(M3) If W 0ðl; rÞ > 0 then terminate with success. If W 0ðl; rÞ < 0 then terminate with failure.
Note that at this point we have W 0ðl; rÞ ¼ 0.
(M4) If ðl; rÞ has the form ðgðs1; . . . ; snÞ; hðt1; . . . ; tpÞÞ where g and h are distinct, then do the
following. If g  h terminate with success, otherwise terminate with failure.
(M5) If ðl; rÞ has the form ðgðs1; . . . ; snÞ; gðt1; . . . ; tnÞÞ, then replace hl; LiP hr;Ri by
hs1; . . . ; sn; LiP ht1; . . . ; tn;Ri.
(M6) If ðl; rÞ has the form ðx; yÞ, where x and y are diﬀerent variables, do the following. (Note
that at this point x; y 2M.) If there exists only one term of the minimal weight, then replace
hl;LiP hr;Ri by hLiP hRi. Otherwise terminate with failure.
(M7) If ðl; rÞ has the form ðx; tÞ, where t is not a variable, do the following. If t is diﬀerent from
e, then terminate with failure. Otherwise, replace all occurrences of x in L and R by e obtaining L0
and R0. Replace hl;LiP hr;Ri by hL0iP hR0i.
(M8) If ðl; rÞ has the form ðt; xÞ, where t is not a variable, do the following. If t contains x then
terminate with success. Otherwise, if t is not the greatest term among the terms of the minimal
weight, then terminate with failure. Otherwise, replace all occurrences of x in L and R by t ob-
taining L0 and R0, and replace hl; LiP hr;Ri by hL0iP hR0i. Note that this step does not increase
the size of the tuple inequality since t must be a constant, when we substitute it for x.
After this step repeat PREPROCESS.
The proof of correctness of each step is almost the same as the proof of correctness for the
corresponding steps in the orientability algorithm, so we leave it to the reader. Let us estimate the
complexity of this algorithm assuming a standard RAM model and considering integer addition
and comparison as constant time operations. Since every iteration of the algorithm decreases the
size of R (measured as the number of symbols), the number of iterations is at most linear in the
size of the input. By the routine inspection of the steps (M1)–(M8) it is not hard to argue that
every step also requires at most a linear number of elementary operations. For example, com-
puting nðx; lÞ and nðx; rÞ simultaneously for all variables x at the step (M1) can be done in linear
time, as well as computing W ðl0; r0Þ at the step (M3). Therefore, our algorithm decides ordering
constraints consisting of a single inequality in the time Oðn2Þ.
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10. Main results
Lemmas 6.1–6.19 guarantee that the orientability algorithm is correct. Lemma 6.20 implies that
it runs in polynomial time. Hence we obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 10.1. The problem of the existence of an instance of KBO which orients a given rewrite rule
system can be solved in the time polynomial in the size of the system.
From the reductions of Section 8 we also obtain the following.
Theorem 10.2. The orientability problem for the KBO is P-complete. Moreover, it is P-hard even for
ground rewrite systems.
In Section 9 we proved the following theorem.
Theorem 10.3. The problem of solving a given Knuth–Bendix ordering constraint consisting of a
single inequality can be solved in the time Oðn2Þ.
The real-valued Knuth–Bendix order is in the same way as above, except that the range of the
weight function is the set of non-negative real numbers. The real-valued KBO was introduced by
Martin [14]. Note that in view of the results of Section 3 on systems of homogeneous linear in-
equalities (Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5) the algorithm is also sound and complete for the real-valued
orders. Therefore, we have:
Theorem 10.4. If a rewrite rule system is orientable using the real-valued KBO, then it is also
orientable using the integer-valued KBO.
It follows from this theorem that all our results formulated for the integer-valued KBO also
hold for the real-valued KBO.
It is worth noting that unlike integer-valued Knuth–Bendix orders, real-valued Knuth–Bendix
orders allow one to classify and topologize the space of all simpliﬁcation orders, for details see
Martin and Shand [15].
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